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their certified death rates from "postnatal asphyxia and
atelectasis" (which accounted for nearly a quarter of the
deaths in Belfast) would be a matter of immediate practical,
therapeutic concern if it did not seem only too likely to be
the result of differences in diagnostic criteria. In the present
lack of general agreement on nomenclature and definitions
in the field of perinatal mortality such remarkable but in-
conclusive findings are apt to result from routinely collected
data. But we can look forward with interest to the reports
on the further analysis of their findings which Elwood and
Pemberton9 are carrying out, and hope to learn more about
the apparent effects of such factors as age at death within
the first year, multiple birth, social class of father,
illegitimacy, and place of birth. Other important factors
such as maternal height, complications of pregnancy, and
mode of delivery may not be available in data derived from
routine public health records at the present time.
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The Patient's Confidence
The tradition in the medical profession that the patient's
secrets are inviolate stretches back over the centuries at
least as far as the Hippocratic Oath, attributed to the 5th
century B.C. It received a modem expression when the
World Medical Association adopted the Declaration of
Geneva in 1948 and included in it these words: "I will
respect the secrets which are confided in me."
The tradition is (or ought to be) brought to life afresh

in every medical student as soon as he comes into contact
with patients, but sooner or later most doctors come upon
situations where the rule is not so simple to work in prac-
tice as it seems in theory. Classic types of case are the nurse-
maid whom a doctor knows to have untreated syphilis or
the epileptic whom his doctor knows drives a train. The
dilemma the doctor faces in such circumstances has often
been debated at medical gatherings, among them the Repre-
sentative Body of the B.M.A. Now social workers are being
seriously perplexed about the rules that should guide them
in dealing with the confidences of their clients. What they
think and decide on the matter is of moment to the medical
profession, for at many points doctors and social workers
come together in handling their patients' problems.

Social workers of many different kinds are growing in
numbers to fill local authority posts created in response to
the Seebohm report,' and the legislation of the welfare state
requires others in addition to put the State's benefits into
effect. Yet despite the multiplication of their kind the defi-
nition of a social worker remains indistinct. This used to be

true of medical practitioners until the 1857 Act established
the General Medical Council and the Register. And as well
as lacking the definition of official registration social workers
have no disciplinary body like the G.M.C. to act as guardian
of their ethical conduct.
Nor are these the only disabilities that hamper social

workers in their attempts to work out a code of ethics, as is
evident from a discussion paper published by the British
Association of Social Workers.2 According to this paper
society has placed the social worker in an ambiguous posi-
tion, for part of his allegiance is to the client, part to the
community. "The social worker derives his authority from
society itself: the community is the source of his authority
and his right to offer services to clients springs from statute
and from agency function and policy." If this is true, then
the medical profession must concede that social workers
certainly have a more complex role, as the paper claims,
than do members of such professions as medicine and the
law, and the paper itself asks whether it is merely facile
jargon to speak of "confidence" or "confidentiality" in the
context of the social worker's relationsihip with his client.
When the Representative Body debated professional

secrecy in 19693 several speakers raised the question of the
relationship between doctors and social workers, and in fact
of paramedical workers in general, among them nurses. With
nurses no problem arises, for they are part of the medical
team and work in a direct professional relationship with the
doctor in accordance with a long tradition. But social wor-
kers not in a direct professional relationship with a doctor
-and most of them are not-are in a different category.
The meeting therefore carried the following motion: "That
medical information should be absolutely confidential be-
tween doctor and patient and should only be divulged to
paramedical workers working in direct professional relation-
ship with the doctor." The paper now published by the
British Association of Social Workers is a timely exposition
of their problems, for these will become increasingly trouble-
some as the departments of social service grow apace. Mean-
while doctors would be best advised to follow the guidance
offered by the R.B. in 1969.
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Rosette Inhibition Test
Immunosuppressive drugs are being used both in organ
transplantation and in the treatment of various medical con-
ditions such as rheumatoid arthritis,' Crohn's disease,2 renal
disease,3 and the collagen diseases. It would therefore be
helpful to be able to measure how far a particular drug
regimen has suppressed the patient's immunological respon-
siveness. This might allow use of minimum doses, thereby
avoiding short-term toxic and infective complications and
possibly longer-term neoplastic ones.

In theory one might monitor the response to a standard
antigenic stimulus, measuring both serum antibody and
cellular sensitization. In practice the range of normal re-
sponse is too great, and the techniques are too cumbersome
for routine use. When an organ is transplanted from a donor,
signs of rejection of the graft provide indirect evidence of
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insufficient immunosuppression, and some in-vitro tests of
lymphocyte function have been devised. A simple, rapid
technique for predicting failure of immunosuppression
would be of great value. A. Munro and colleagues4 have
recently described a "rosette inhibition" test which does
appear to do this.
The name is descriptive in that the technique depends

on interaction between a central cell, usually a monocyte or
lymphocyte, and surrounding red cells. Clusters are formed
in suspension, and when these are spread out on a slide the
appearance of a rosette is produced. The earliest observa-
tions on rosetting5 were made during studies on the destruc-
tion of red cells by antibodies in man, when rosette-like
agglutinates involving anti-D (rhesus) sensitized red cells
and granulocytes from a D-sensitized person were seen.
Subseauently it was shown6 7 that spleen and lymnh-node
cells from animals immunized with sheep red blood cells
could bind red cells to form rosettes, the number of cells
able to do this increasing during the immune response.
When compared to the Jerne plaque test, another technique
designed to quantitate antibody-forming cells, the rosette test
appeared to be more sensitive.8 Further studies9 showed that
small and medium lymnhocytes, lymohoblasts, plasma cells,
and macrophages could all act as the central cell.
An important development was the observation10 11 that

some non-immunized animals carry small numbers of cells
capable of forming rosettes with foreign red cells. J.-F.
Bach"2 13 has presented evidence from experiments in mice
that these cells are derived from the thymus and that they
are special cells for recognizing antigen. He has shown that
antilymphocyte serum and some immunosuppressive drugs
can inhibit the phenomenon, enabling it to be used as a
test of their potency. In a recent review of the technique'4
its use at several centres to assay three samples of anti-
lymphocyte serum is mentioned, with reasonable correlation
between the results.
Munro and colleagues have used a system in which human

white blood cells react with sheep red cells. It was thought
that cells subjected in vivo to the action of immunosup-
pressive agents might be more susceptible in vitro to the
inhibitory action of an antilymphocyte serum of known
potency, and it was hoped that the amount of antilympho-
cyte serum needed to lower the number of rosetting cells
would correlate with some aspect of their immune com-
petence. Their results are impressive in that this simple,
rapid technique did seem to be able to predict rejection
crises in renal allografting.
The immunological basis of this technique is less clear.

The method used for separating off the white blood cells
is likely to leave a mixed population of lymphocytes, mono-
cytes, and some polymorphs. In addition, different investi-
gators record widely differing figures for the number of
rosetting cells per thousand white cells and for the number
of individuals whose cells were capable of reacting in this
way. R. R. A. Coombs and colleagues'5 have expressed
doubt whether the phenomenon has an immunological basis
at all, in that it cannot be blocked by anti-immunoglobulin
sera.
While work remains to be done on the theoretical aspects

of this test, the empirical observations of Munro and col-
leagues remain of great interest. Further data will be eagerly
awaited, particularly on the question of whether the test can
be of general use when more precise control of immunosup-
pressive therapy is needed.
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Control of Oral
Anticoagulant Treatment
The dosage of oral anticoagulant drugs of the coumarin
type depends on strict laboratory control by the prothrombin
time test.' In this test blood plasma is clotted in the
presence of a powerful tissue thromboplastin. With the
national reference preparation, the British Comparative
Thromboplastin (BCT), the normal prothrombin time is
11-13 seconds. Patients with effective anticoagulation have
prothrombin times between 21 and 36 seconds, giving pro-
thrombin ratios (patient's prothrombin time divided by
control prothrombin time) of 1-8 to 3.0.2 There are many
ways of making thromboplastin extracts, and many different
tissues and different species are used in such preparations.
Thus different prothrombin times are obtained with the
same patient's blood with the various thromboplastin ex-
tracts. Without some system of standardization several prob-
lems arise. Among them are variation in the intensity
of anticoagulation from dangerous overdosage to homoeo-
pathic levels; results at one hospital are meaningless at
another; levels of anticoagulation in clinical trials are
difficult to correlate with the results elsewhere; commercial
manufacturers and hospitals who produce their own throm-
boplastin reagent have no yardstick to apply to successive
batches, and considerable variation between batches occurs.
All these difficulties have made anticoagulant treatment
difficult to apply and empirical.

In Great Britain many hospitals use the same thrombo-
plastin extract-namely, the Manchester Comparative Re-
agent (MCR) for all their routine tests for anticoagulant
control. The MCR is produced at Withington Hospital,
Manchester, and at the moment nearly half the larger
hospital centres use it. Most of the remaining hospitals
in Britain receive a sample of the national reference reagent
(BCT), which is also produced at Withington Hospital and
for clinical purposes is identical with the MCR. It has
been subiected to the strict quality control scheme of
the British Committee for Standards in Haematology. Hos-
pitals use a small sample of this reagent to calibrate their
commercial or own home-made reagent at regular intervals.3
The second important feature of the British system

is that in addition to the national thromboplastin reagent
we have a nationally adopted method for reporting pro-
thrombin results-namely, the British Corrected Ratio. This
is the ratio which it is calculated would have been obtained
had the BCT been used instead of the local thromboplastin.
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